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Informal groups of volunteers who 
help those in need are keen to do 
more but they are held back by a 
lack of funding, time and contacts, 
a recent study has found.

The study by philanthropic or-
ganisation  The  Majurity  Trust  
(TMT) found that these were the 
key areas that such ground-up ini-
tiatives struggle with in their push 
to scale up and do more.

Ground-up initiatives are infor-
mal groups comprising volunteers 
whose  efforts  focus  on  specific  
causes such as low-income fami-
lies or people with disabilities.

TMT  director  of  philanthropy  
Charles Tan said the organisation 
is trying to aid ground-up initia-
tives,  such  as  through  the  SG  
Strong Fund, which was set up last 
year to fund such groups address-
ing community needs which had 
arisen as a result of the pandemic. 

It  raised  more  than  $550,000  
that funded 150 projects, covering 
up to 80 per cent of project cost or 
$5,000, he added.

TMT began a study last Septem-
ber  to  better  understand  what  
ground-up  initiatives  are  going  
through and their needs. 

Mr  Tan  said:  “Increasingly  we  
see that ground-ups really have a 
role to play in the Singapore help 
ecosystem. Ground-ups can play a 
complementary role to non-profits 
and charities, and others.”

Dr Adrian Chan from Acerpacer 
Consulting, which helmed the re-
search, said one key finding was 
that about half of those involved in 
ground-up groups had some previ-
ous experience. 

“They then transferred the experi-
ence into a felt need they saw on the 
ground,” he said. “By extrapolation, 

it is quite important for people to be 
exposed to or involved in ground-
ups – whether on their own or in col-
laboration with other people.

“Unfortunately, there are barri-
ers to this, such as funding, time, 
connections...  we  found  these  
three were consistently cited.”

Mr Tan said TMT is looking into 
how  it  can  facilitate  more  plat-
forms for peers in the ground-up 
scene to share knowledge. It is also 

exploring ways to help ground-ups 
initiatives link up with grassroots 
and community organisations  so  
that they can widen their reach.

Mr Tan said the majority of those 
surveyed not only wanted to con-
tinue the work they started but a 
handful were also thinking of grow-
ing into a non-profit or a charity. 
But “there are some limitations...  
such as credibility, scaling and at-
tracting  corporate  and  philan-

thropic funders”.
TMT is thinking of setting up an 

incubator for ground-up initiatives 
with the potential  to be thriving 
non-profits  or  charities,  to  help  
them in the journey, he added.

Last month, in response to the 
Phase 2 (Heightened Alert) mea-
sures,  ground-up  groups  applied  
again  to  the  SG  Strong  Fund  to  
meet needs on the ground. Four 
projects have received funding so 

far, including Project Wellness and 
6th Sense. 

Project Wellness sprang into ac-
tion in February last year and dis-
tributed more than 20,000 fabric 
masks  when  demand  soared.  Its  
founder, housewife Rosalind Ang, 
45, said funding from TMT helped 
cover fabric and distribution costs.

The group’s current projects in-
clude sewing pillowcases funded by 
the SG Strong Fund for long-term 
residents  in  nursing  homes,  and  
sending  care  packs  to  Tan  Tock  
Seng Hospital and National Centre 
for Infectious Diseases staff.

When asked about what support 
ground-up groups need,  Ms Ang  
said: “It all boils down to funding. 
Without the funding we get, it’s im-
possible to scale up our projects.”

Mr  Abhishek  Bajaj,  29,  co-
founder of 6th Sense, agreed. He 
said: “When we started, we had a 
programme proposal ready but we 
weren’t sure who would fund us.”

6th Sense, founded in 2019, runs 
play sessions for children in Kebun 
Baru as well as sessions to provide 
emotional support to mothers.

Last  year,  amid  the  circuit  
breaker and home-based learning 
period, it distributed 400 devices 
and 100 data cards with funding 
support from TMT.

This year, it distributed 155 data 
cards  during  the  two  weeks  of  
home-based learning last month.

Mr Abhishek, a second-year mas-
ter’s student at the Lee Kuan Yew 
School  of  Public  Policy,  said:  
“Ground-ups  can  adapt  to  roles  
very quickly and sense the ground 
and  even  mobilise  resources  for  
larger organisations.

“But there could be more mentor-
ship  available  to  help us  do  our  
work better, as well as a platform 
for us to connect with one another 
to share resources and ideas.”

gyanhan@sph.com.sg

(Above)  Project  Wellness  volunteers  with  staff  from a  fabric  supplier  who  
sponsored some cloth for pillowcases sewn for nursing home residents. 
(Left) 6th Sense volunteer Katherine Fennedy, 26, making stamps with Roshan 
Maideen Kader Maideen, six. PHOTOS: PROJECT WELLNESS/FACEBOOK, 6TH SENSE
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